Design Summary
The following is a block by block summary including typical sections of a basic street
reconstruction project on East Ninth Street from Delaware to New Hampshire. The city
standard typical design of a "collector" street without bike lanes in Lawrence has a width of 31'
(back of curb to back of curb) and a "local" street has a width of 27' (back to back). The
existing ninth street right-of-way is 80' which is typical of a "collector" street. East Ninth street
is classified as a "collector" street from Massachusetts to Connecticut and a "local" street from
Connecticut to Delaware.
The project includes 8" concrete pavement, curb and gutter, storm sewer and new sidewalks on
both sides of the street. Brick sidewalks (approximately 705 LF) could be reconstructed with
existing brick to meet historical requirements. The cost to reconstruct the existing brick
sidewalks is approximately $10,000; long term maintenance costs of brick sidewalks to meet
ADA compliance should be expected. All sidewalk ramps will be replaced to meet ADA
requirements.
•

Pennsylvania to Delaware (PCI 100) - This block was reconstructed in 2013 with new
concrete pavement, curb and gutter and storm sewer. No changes are proposed to the
street width; existing street width is 31' (back of curb to back of curb). Includes
recommendation to add sidewalk to complete 100' gap on north side of 9th Street and
275' sidewalk gap on south side.

•

New Jersey to Pennsylvania (PCI 47) - Reconstruct pavement to 31' wide street (existing
street width is 31'). Retain existing parallel parking on north side and no parking on
south side. A 16' green space is available between the sidewalk and street on both
sides of 9th Street.

•

New York to New Jersey (PCI 43) - The existing street width is 39' with parallel parking
on both sides. Recommended reconstruction would be 39' with parallel parking. The
four head in on-street parking spaces on the north side of 9th Street would need to be
removed to provide a 6' ADA compliant sidewalk without making modifications to the
entrance of the building (two parallel parking spaces could fit between the alley and
parking lot entrance). A 12' green space is available on both sides of the street.

•

Connecticut St to New York St. (PCI 43) - The existing street width is 39' with parallel
parking on both sides. Recommended reconstruction would be 39' with parallel parking.
No changes are proposed to intersection 9th & New York brick street intersection. There
is adequate space to reconstruct the existing head-in street parking on the north side of
the street; staff recommendation would be to adjust head-in parking from 90 degree to
60 degree angled parking. A 12' green space is available in areas.

•

Rhode Island to Connecticut St. (PCI 31)- The existing street width is 60' with parallel
parking on both sides. Recommended reconstruction width would be 39' with parallel
parking. A 12' green space is available on both sides of the street.

•

New Hampshire to Rhode Island (PCI 31) - The existing street width is 60' with parallel
parking on both sides. The proposed street width would be 54' (similar to 9th St
between Mass St. and New Hampshire St.) including curb bulb outs at intersections.
The typical section includes 8' sidewalks and a 4' green space similar to downtown
streets. Curbs and sidewalk reconstructed with the recently completed projects at 888
New Hampshire and 900 New Hampshire would remain.

Cost Estimate
The cost estimate including engineering is $1,883,000. The estimate does not include
underground utilities, waterline replacement (if needed) or a bicycle facility. Installation of
decorative street lights (similar to 12th Street lighted pathway from KU to downtown) on both
sides of 9th Street would add $200,000.

For reference, the cost estimate provided with the final el dorado design documents is below:

